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1 Intr·o'duction 

' The ~ai~ pr~b~efu in the description oLthe higher spinparticles is removing of 
unphysical degrees of{reed6m from thetheory: 'As was sho~ri in [l]the corresp<:mding 
lagrangian must have seine. invariance which generalizes the gauge invariance of the ' 
electromagnetic field not only in "the free case but for, interacting ,fields as well. . . 

' ' ' ' ' ,, ' I ' ' ,' ' ' I 

. ·qri the free ley~l such·Jagrangians was co.nstructed both for massive [2]-[3] and 
. ':' for massless par~icles [4]-[5] of 'any spin 'as. weB as for .massless. superinultiplets [6]. 

In some s~nse th'e massless case is• simpler 
1

arid; hence; rriore investigated .than the 
massive dne, Som~ type;, of interacting'.lagrangiads was constru~ted inthe'light~cone. 
gauge (7l and some'progress was made in the covariant description (8] of intei;actions .· 
,of m11:5sless higher ~pin par~iTles.\~~e'hop~ i~ that with the help of some Higgs-type . 
effect some of the mteractmg particles acqmre nonzero values of the.mass, Up to 
now. the only existing example of higher spin i~teracting massive matter is the string . 
theory. , ·- . . . . . . . . ' . : _ . · . , . . 

,'_ . Naturally higher spin particles' arise:after q~antization·,of'Classical e;>Cterided ob-' 
- jects,such 'as string;.re!ativistic oscillator [9F [10], discrete string (11] etc. Physically, 

they 'correspond to exited levels ofthe syite~ and:belong to'.Regge trajectories, each 
. including infinite sequence of st~t~s ·with a spin line~;ly, d~pending mi .the s_quare of 
' th~ mass. _There are infinite n?iriberof__Regge tral,e~torjes'in,the stririg anq rel~tivis

·, tic bscillatof·models and only.one ~uch trajectory in the,discretestring model due 
to existing of ad~itio_naf se,cond-flass 'constraints;,· Sue~· subdivision• of {n. ~igher _spin 
. parti~les on_ 1'egge_ traje~tories, lea,ds to consi1eration of :~hes~· Regge trajectories as 

.·. indep·endent objects for whichit would be'•interesting to,cohstn,icfthe_lagrangian 
'. ' - • ,' . • ' ,-. ' • l / : C i ' . -. ', . -, \ , . ' . : '. ' . ·_ ' . , . ~ - ' ·, ,\ ., - , ' ·.; 
·description·' ·' ·,' · . · • .·· i · •'1 · · .· · .. , .. '··. ·:- · ·,"', ·-.· : · · 

·It seem~ that ~~~ ca~ ~oi' c~~st~uct a co~sistent intera'ctio~ ~i'°so~e ·~nite set o/ 
'higher ~pins until a.II high~rspins up' to' infinity a~~ includ,ed,' Thi; naturally lead~_ to 
consid~rati~n .o~ t~e whole fan1ilies of t,he' higher' spin; partid~s like' R~ggt trajl~torr • 
In the mfimte hm1t of the·Regge slope all of the P,art1cles ,have ~he same value.of tlie . 

. I?ais;, Iri p~rtic~lar'; the cas'e when ~UoUhe partiyle~ have z~ro mass a~d this Regge 
trajectory, is vertical massie;s tower of particles _is·very interesting, i \ · -· . : . 

On~ of .the most ecoi10'mic and straightforward. method of construction of la-. 
grangian~ in gaug~ theories is th~ method using BRSJ-cha~ge of the. correspo~d1rig 
,firstly quantized theory. ,With the_ help of BRST:charge the lagrangian of the free 

.· fi.eld theo1:y',of i,;finit~ tower, of ~as~less higher spin. parti~l~s. was-· constr~cted (13]. ' 
'.This- lagrangian describes the. system which is infinitely· degenerated. on_ each .spin· 

' 'level,·and only _with -the help of additional tori~t~aints '\Ve.can del;te' ail the ·~xtra · 
~tates having precisely on~ particle of each spin . These additio~~f constr~ints "ire of 
the second dais· arid their inclusion in the B RST ~- construc\fon. i; nont;fvial:. ·· .· .. _ · . 
:. >:The methods'· of ~uch ~onstructiori we.re discussed. i.n • [15]-[l 7].·'. With, the help 

'6f'additional'variables <;>ne--c~n'.modify the second class.cimstraints fn such a way .. 
• • ' ' . '- - I , ,· \ .', ' { • ' ', '•. ' f . • '' · _; ,.- • ·. • ' ' • \ ' - ' ' 

t,hat they become commuting, j_e the first class . ,At the sarrie:time _the ri~mb_er of. 
physical deg~ees of freedom'for)>oth.;y~tems of constraints is _the s'ame i(ihe riumber 

··,,·._,, '\ '.-·::,·::}'''_:J,' ·:,·, ... ·<··.~-: .... ~.,_>,.;:·-:,>>~<\ ·.-.·~::·,: ·- ··.:-~· .. ;.\·, ··1 ,, 
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of additional variables coincides with the number of second class constraints. 
In the second part of the paper we describe the most general system of constraints. 

We discuss also the possible truncations and simplifications of thi!l general systems 
of constraints. In the third part of the paper we show that one of the truncated 
subsystem of constraints (first- and second-class) admits the construction of BRST
charge along the line of [15]-(17]. As a result the correct free field lagrangian for Regge 
trajectory together with its daughter trajecJories is constructed. The inclusion of 
additional second class constraints removing the daughter trajectories is discussed in 
the fourth part of the article. We describe the simple modification of the method of 
[15]-(17] which can be used for the BRST - construction of a single Regge trajectory. 

2 The ~ystems of constraints 

To describe all higher spins simµltaneously it is convenient to introduce auxiliary 
Fock space generated by creation and annihilation operators at, aµ with vector 
Lorentz indexµ= 0, l, 2, ... D - 1, satisfying the following commutation relations 

[aµ,at] = -gµv, 9µv = diag(l,-l,-l, ... ,-1). (2.1) 

In addition the operators at, aµ can have some internal indices leading to more 
complicated spectrum of physical states. For simplicity .we consider in this paper 
a;, aµ without additional indices. 

The general state of the Fock space 

l<P) = L <Pt~2-••µn ( X )at, a!2 • • • a!n IO) (2:2) 

depends on space-time coordinates xµ and its components <Ptt
2 

.. ,µn(x) are tensor 
fields of rank n in the space-time of arbitrary dimension D. The norm of states ,in 
this Fock space is not positively definite due to the minus sign in the commutation 
relation (2.1) for time components of creation and annihilation operators. It means 
that physical states must satisfy some constraints to have positive norm. These 
constraints arise naturally in the considerations of classical composite systems [10]
[ll ]. The corresponding quantum operators 

Lo = -p
2 

- cla!aµ, Li= pa, L-1 =pa+= Li, 
1 1 

L2 = 2aa, L_2 = 2a+ a+ = Lf 

form the algebra 

[Lo, L±1] = ~a'L±1 [Lo, L±2] = =f2a'L±2 

[L1 , L_2] = -L-1 [L1 , L2] = /,,1 

,•·-••---------
~ {::.iYt,t u;,i-:·.:3'a;i_A G':.:-:lrJT I 
I ti~~l:13l,U iu:cJ1~1J:u:d 
i 6i1SJU10TEKA ~.~.... ---- - -

(2.3) 

(2.4)' 

(2.5) 
(2.6) 

, (2.7) 

(2.8) 



[L1, Li}= -p2 [L2. L2] = -a;a" +~=Go (2.9) 

The operators L 0 , L1 , L 2 correspond to the mass shell, transversality and _traceless
ness conditions on the wavefonctions. · The operators Li, L_1 · and L2, L_2 are of 
second class and in general this system of constraints describes single Regge trajec-
tory [10]-[12]. · · 

·. ,There exist some different possibilities in consideration of general system of con
straints (2.3)-(2.4). The truncated system L0 , L±1 describes Regge trajectory_ to
gether with its daughter trajectories. The operators L±i in this system are of second 
class as before. We describe the BRST - quantization of this system in the third 
part of the article. . 

The limit d = 0 of the system (2.3) .corr~sponds to the massless infinite tower 
of spins with a, single state at each value of the spin. In this case only the operators 
L±2 are of second class. The BRST - quantization of this system as well as general 
system (2.3)-(2:4) will be given elsewhere. 

The simples_t system of first-class constraints 

Lo= -p2, L±l (2.10) 

corresponds to the massless tower of spins infinitely degenerated at each value of 
spin. The BRST - construction for this system of constraints was described in [13]. 

3 BRST-quantization of the Regge trajectory 

In this section we consider the system with constraints 

Lo= -p2 - a'a;aµ + ao, L1 = pa, Lt= pa+, (3.1) 
. ' 

where parameter a 0 plays the role of intercept for Regge trajectory. In some sense 
this system is. intermediate between the systems in [13] and [12] because it describes 
the Regge trajectory together with all daughter trajectories ( due to the absence 
of the constraints L±2 ). The commutation relation [L1 , L_1] = -p2 means that 
L±1 • are the second class constraints . Following the prescription of [15] - [17] we 
introduce operators band b+ with the commutation relations [b, b+] = 1 and modify 
the constraints to the following expressions: 

Lo = L0 + a'b+b + a', 

L1 = L1 + Jijb+, 

L1 = L1 + #b, 

[L1,L1-l = o, [Lo,L1] = -a'L1, [Lo,Li] = a'L1. 

4 . 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

\' 

~-. 

All of the modified constraints are of first class and BRST - charge construction 
is straightforward. Firstly we introduce additional set of anticommuting variables 
TJo, 1/l, 1Ji having ghost number one and corresponding momenta 'Po, Pt, 'P1 with 
commutation relations: 

{TJo, 'Po}= {111, Pt}= {TJi, Pi}= 1. 

The nilpotent BRST - charge has the following form: 

Q +L- L- L- I +-n I -n+ = 1/1 1 + 1/1 -1 + T]o o + a 1]01/1 r1 - a 1]01]1 r1 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Consider the total Fock space generated by creation operators at, b+, 1Ji, Pt. In 
addition each vector of the Fock space depends linearly on the real grassmann variable 
T]o (Po considered as corresponding derivative 'Po= 8/8TJo) 

Ix) = lx1) + 11olx2)- (3.8) 

Ghost numbers of lx1) and lx2 ) are different if the state Ix) has some definite one. 
The BRST - invariant lagrangian in such Fock space can be written as 

L = j dTJo(xlQlx)- (3.9) 

To be physical, lagrangian L must have zero ghost number. It means that vectors 
Ix) and lx1) must have zero ghost numbers as well. In this case the ghost number 
of lx2) is minus one. The most general ·expressions for such vectors are 

lx1) = IS1) + 1JtPtlS2), 
lx2) = PtlS3), 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

with vectors IS;) having ghost number zero and depending only on bosonic creation 
operators at, b+ 

IS;) = L ¢:,,µ,, ... µ,.(x)a;la;, ... a;,.(b+r10). 

Integration over the 1/o leads to the following lagrangian in terms of IS;) 

L = (S1!Lo!S1) - (S2!Lo!S2) - a'(S11lS1) - a'(S2!1S2) -
,. -+ - - -

-(S1IL1 IS3) - (S3IL1IS1) + (S2IL1IS3) + (S3ILtlS2) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

For comparison with the massless case we write down the lagrangian of [13] in the 
same terms 

L -(S1IP2IS1) + (S2IP2IS2) + (S31!S3) -
-(Sil Lt IS3) - (S3IL1IS1) + (S2IL1IS3) + (S3ILt !S2} 

5 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 



The nilpotency of the BRST - charge leads to the invariance of the lagrangian 
(3.9) under the following transformations 

olx) = QIA). (3.17) 

The parameter of transformation must have ghost number -1 and can be written as 
IA)= Pfl.X), where I-X) belong to the Fock sp~ce generated by a!,b+ and depends 
from the space - time coordinates. On the component level such invariance leads to 
the invariance of the lagrangian (3.13) under the following transformations 

· o!S1) = £tl.X), 
6IS2) = L1 I-X), 
6IS3) =. Loi.\). 

(3.18) 
(3.19) 

(3.20) 

One earl show that using together (3.18) and equations of motion for the fields 
IS;) 

(Lo - a')IS1) 
(Lo+ a')IS2) 

L1IS1). 

-+ ) = L1 IS3, 
L1IS3), 
-+ ) = L1 IS2 , 

one can eliminate the fields IS2) and IS3). Firstly we solve the equation 

IS3) + Loi.\) = 0 

using decompositions 

IS;) = 2)b+r1sin), 1-X) = :~)b+tl-Xn)-

(3.21) 

(3.22) 
(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

The equation (3.24) does not fix parameter I.\) completely. There will be residual 
invariance with parameter I-X') under the condition L0IN) = 0. After the elimination 
of the field IS2) with the help of the equation IS2)+ LijN) = 0 the new parameter IN') 
will satisfy two conditions LolN') = L1 IN') = 0. With the help of this parameter all 
fields !Sin), except zero mode IS10) can be eliminated. The residual gauge invariance 
6IS10) = Lf IN") allows to impose constraint 

L1IS10) = 0, 

which together with the equation of motion 

LolS10) = 0 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

describe the spectrum of Regge trajectory. The constraint (3.26) kills unphysical 
degrees of freedom and equation (3.27) fixes linear dependence between spin and 
square of mass. The absence of the condition 

L2IS10) = 0 (3.28) 

means that the wavefunctions </>µ 1 ,µ2 ,. •• µn belong to the reducible representations of the 
D- dimensional Lorentz group. In turn it means that the daughter Regge trajectories 
belong to the spectrum as well. 
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4 The simple example 

To describe the Regge trajectory without its daughter trajectories we must take into 
account additional constraint (3.28) on the wavefunctions. It means that the second 
class constraints L±2 must be included in the BRST charge. Following the line of 
[15] - [l 7] we can transform these constraints into commuting ones by introducing 
additional freedoms like b, b+. Th.is procedµre is rather simple for the classical c~e 
when Poisson brackets are used in;tead of commutators. It leads to the finite system 
of differentional equations which can be solved without troubles. In the quantum 
case the corresponding system of equat4o~ is infinite due to accounting of repeated 
commutators. 

In this section we describe the modification of the procedure of (15] - [17] which 
works well in the case of two second class constraints L2 and L_2 (2.4). We modify 
this system of constraints by introduction of two additional operators bi, b2 together 
with their conjugates bf, bt= [b;, bt] = Oik• New constraints are 

L2 
L2 

L2 + bfb2, 

L-2 + bfb1. 

(4.1) 
(4.2) 

Together with new operator G0 ~ G0 + bf b2 - bfb1 they form an SU{2) algebra 

[L2 , L2] = Go, 
[Go, L±2] = =i=2Lu 

(4.3) 
(4.4) 

a~d can be considered as first class constraints. The counting of physical degrees 
of freedom shows equal number for both systems of constraints. Indeed, we have 
introduced four additional variables b;, bt, but instead of two second class constraints 
each killing one degree of freedom we get three first cla~s constraints which kill 
together six degrees of freedom. · 

To illustrate the BRST - approach to this simple system we introduce additional 
set of anticommuting variables 110,112, 11! having ghost number one and corresponding 
momenta Po, Pf, P 2 with commutation relations: 

{110, Po}= {112, Pt}= {11i, P2} = 1. (4.5) 

The standard presc~iption gives the following nilpotent BRST - charge 

+- -+ - + + + Q = 112 L2 + 112L2 + 110Go + 112112 Po+ 2110112 Pz - 2110112P2. (4.6) 

Consider the total Fock space generated by creation operators a!, bt, 11!, Pf. 
In addition each vector of the Fock space depends linearly on the real grassmann 
variable 1/o (Po considered as corresponding derivative Po= 8/81/o) 

Ix) = lx1) + 11olx2)- (4.7) 

Ghost numbers of lx1) and lx2) are different if the state Ix) have some definite one. 
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The BRST - invariant lagrangian in such Fock space can be written as 

L = j d71o(xlQlx). (4.8) 

To .be physical, lagrangian L must have zero ghost number. It means that vectors 
Ix) and lx1) must have zero ghost number as well. In this case the ghost number of 
lx2) is minus one. The most general expressions for such vectors are 

lx1) = IS1) + 11tPtlS2), 
lx2) = PflS3), 

{4.9) 

( 4.10) 

with vectors IS;) having ghost number zero and depending only on bosonic creation 
operators at, bt 

IS;)= L<P::::~, ... µ,.a;1 a;2 ••• a;,.(btt1 (b2t'I0). ( 4.11) 

In general the vawefunction 1::::~ .... µ,. can depend on other physical variables of the 
theory such as space ~ time coordinates etc. · 

Integration over the 710 leads to the following lagrangian in terms of IS;) 

L = {S1IGolS1) - 2(SdlS1) - (S2IGolS2) - 2(S2IIS2) + (S31lS3) - {4.12) 
-+ - - -+ -(S1IL2 jS3) - (S3IL2IS1) + (S2IL2IS3) + (S3IL2 IS2)-

0wing to the nilpotency of the BRST - charge - Q2 = 0, the lagrangian (4.8) is 
invariant under the transformation 

olx) = QIA) {4.13) 

with IA) = Ptl>.). In turn it means the invaria_nce of the lagrangian {4.12) under 
the following transformation 

61S1) = Lt I>.), 

61S2) = L2I>.), 

61S3) = Gol>.). 

The field 1S3) is auxiliary. Using its equation of motion 

- - + 1S3) = L2IS1) - L2 IS2), 

the lagrangian {4.12) can be rewritten in terms of two fields 1S1) and IS2) 

' - -+- - - -+ 
L = (Sd(Go - 2 - L2 L2)IS1) - (S2l{Go + 2 + L2L

2 
)IS2) + 

-+ -+ - -
+(S1-IL2 L2 IS2)+ (S2IL2L2IS1) 
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(4.14) 

(4.15) 

( 4.16) 

{4.17) 

{4.18) 

N 

-~ 

1JI 

.J 

with the following equations of motion: 

- -+- -+-+ ' 
(Go - 2 - L2 L2)IS1) + L2 L2 IS2) = 0, 

- - -+ - -
(Go+ 2 + L2L2 )1S2) - L2L2IS1) = 0. 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

Following the line of preceding section one can show that the gauge free.dom 
{4.14)-(4.16) is sufficient t_o kill the bf dependence in 1S1) and get the following 
conditions on the reduced field IS1): 

1 - +·D + -
2aa1S1) = 0, (-a a+ 2 - b1 bi)IS1) = O. {4.21) 

The first of the conditions (4.21) means tracelessness of the wavefunctions ¢:::~
2

, ••• µ,.• 

The second one connects n and n 1: n 1 = n + ~ killing effectively the bi dependence 
in 1S1). So, the system contains no additional degrees of freedom and describes 
traceless wavefunctions. 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper we have applied the BRST approach to the description of the free 
Regge trajectory. We have described also the simple modification of the conver
sion procedure for the second class constraints which can be used for elimination of 
daughter trajectories from the physical spectrum. The corresponding modification 
of the BRST approach to the single Regge trajectory will be given elsewhere. 
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